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Infrastructure of investment activity support of the Penza region
The Penza region

AREA 43,3 thousand sq.km.

POPULATION: 1 368 thousand people.

ADMINISTRATIVE CENTER
the city of Penza
(520 thousand citizen)

Labor resources:
859 тыс. чел.

Distance
to Moscow – 608km.

High density of paved roads
Intersection of major railway and road routes of Russia
The Penza region

ETHNIC COMPOSITION
- Russians (84.09%)
- Tatars (6.24%)
- Mordovians (3.95%)
- Ukrainians (0.62%)
- Chuvashes (0.4%)

RATING of the Penza region

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security rating (2011)</th>
<th>1st place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rating of socio-political stability (February 2014)</td>
<td>2nd place</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Famous natives of Penza

**BURDENKO Nikolai Nilovich**
(1876 - 1946)
Surgeon and one of the founders of neurosurgery

**YABLOCHKOV Pavel Nikolaevich**
(1847 - 1894)
Scientist-electrical engineer. In 1876, he invited the electric candle

**LERMONTOV Mikhail Yuryevich**
(1814 - 1841)
Writer and poet

**MEYERHOLD Vsevolod Emilevich**
(1974 - 1940)
Reformer of the theater, stage director and actor
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STRUCTURE of industrial complex

- Food industry: 32.5%
- Machine-building industry: 23.9%
- Electric-power industry: 16%
- Wood processing and pulp and paper industry: 6.7%
- Other industries: 9%
- Chemico-pharmaceutical: 3%
- Production of transport vehicles and equipment: 4%
- Metallurgical production: 5%
DYNAMICS of economic indicators

Total production and volume of Gross Regional Product, million $

Agricultural products, million $

Volume of shipped products of industrial production, million $

Gross Regional Product, million $

The volume of foreign investments and export of products, million $

Foreign investments, million $

Export, million $
13 regional business incubators had been created.

TOTAL AREA 31 728,8 m²

VOLUME OF INVESTMENTS 21,3 million $
INNOVATION INFRASTRUCTURE
BUSINESS INCUBATORS

Dynamics of residents revenue and creation of working places in 2010-2013

- Number of working places, units
- Residents’ revenue, million $

- 2010: 191, 0.7
- 2011: 410, 4.7
- 2012: 471, 11
- 2013: 782, 23.3 million

23.3 million $ residents’ revenue
TECHNOPARK «YABLOCHKOV»
6, Druzhba str., Penza

SPECIALIZATION:
- Information technologies
- Precision instruments industry
- Material engineering (science)

AREA 4990,8 m²
18 residents:
- Revenue is equal to 9,7 million $. 
- 120 working places

TECHNOPARK «YABLOCHKOV» is the first Russian’s technopark, created with the support of the Ministry of Economic Development of Russia.
TECHNOPARK OF HIGH TECHNOLOGIES «RAMEEV»
1, Tsentralnaya str., Penza

1 st stage
Buildings - 1, 1A
Area - 12,5 thousand sq.m.
This building was put into operation

2 st stage
Buildings - 2, 3, 6
Area - 23,5 thousand sq.m.
Facility completion deadline – II quarter of 2014

3 st stage
Buildings - 7, 7A, 8, 8.1, 9
Area – 10 thousand sq.m.
Facility completion deadline – IV quarter of 2014

SPECIALIZATION
MEDICAL GOODS
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES

by 2015
1700 Working places
60 Companies-residents

72,3 million $
VOLUME OF FINANCING
TECHNOPARK OF HIGH TECHNOLOGIES «RAMEEV»
1, Tsentralnaya str., Penza

Administrative-industrial building № 1,1a.
Managing company, laboratory-production sites, office premises service departments, technology transfer center.

AREA
12 thousand sq.m.
PROSTHETIC HEART VALVES

Rigid and flexible prosthetic heart valves of a new generation with an open Central stream linked by a minimally invasive implant system.
ENDOPROSTHESES OF JOINTS

Endoprostheses on the basis of nanostructuring of surfaces with the use of carbon containing implantable materials
CARDIOVASCULAR IMPLANTS

Cardiovascular implants are made of artificial and biological materials with systems of transcatheter delivery.

NANOMED
RESEARCH AND PRODUCTION ENTERPRISE
INDUSTRIAL PARKS of the Penza region

The Law of the Penza region dated 18.10.2013 № 2462 «About Industrial Parks of the Penza region»

Park «OTVEL»
Land plot area 137 ha

Park «INDUSTRIAL UNION»
Land plot area - 12 ha, Area of production premises – 63 thousand sq.m.

Agro-industrial Park «SERDOBSKY»
Land plot area - 400 ha, Production and processing of agricultural products
Industrial Park «OTVEL»
Greenfield

v. Kizhevatovo of the Penza region

Modern high-tech industrial complex
Area - 137 ha

Basic advantages:

- The Industrial Park is located at the junction of rail and motor roads connecting Western and Eastern regions of Russia;
- The proximity of sale markets;
- More than 1/3 of Russia's population live within the radius of 625 km from Penza. In this zone are located 16 regional centers, 6 of which number more than 1 million people.
INFRASTRUCTURE:

- Land plot area – **12 ha.**
- Area – **63 thousand m²**
- Electricity generating equipment up to **8 MW**
- The availability of supply lines
  - heating supply
  - water supply
  - sewerage system
  - gas supply
  - telephony, Internet access
- The opportunity of accommodation of processing industries, including small and medium business
CLUSTER OF HIGH TECHNOLOGIES

- Industrial park
- Technopark «RAMEEV»
- Research and development center
- CJSC RPE «MedInzh»
- LLC RPE «GeoTek»
Investors support of the Penza region

1. TAX BENEFITS
   - Profit tax reduction from 20% to 15.5%
   - Property tax – 0%
   - Transport tax – 0%

2. PREFERENCES
   - partial compensation of interest rate on credits;
   - co-financing of object infrastructure development
   - work with investors in the mode of «one stop shop»
   - provision of micro-loans and guarantees to banks
Personnel support

Complex program on the involvement of children and youth in innovative activity
Summer school “TeenGrad”
Winter school “DomInno”
Ideas auction "InnoTeens”
Youth festival of popular science film
Youth Innovation Creativity Centers

1. NanoElectroLab
   Specialization - radio-micro-electronics, robotics

2. ШАР в будущее
   Specialization - technical modeling, design

3. TechnoArt
   Specialization - design, engineering, design

4. From Idea to Model
   Specialization - technical model types of art and sport

5. Deistvui
   Specialization - model car construction, robotics, radio electronics

6. INVIS
   Specialization - Art innovations

6 Youth Innovation Creativity Centers have been created in Penza
Thank you for attention!

The Government of the Penza region
75, Moskovskaya str., Penza
tel./fax +7 (8412) 595-888
www.penza.ru
pravobl@obl.penza.net